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As a consequence of Pommerenke’s result (J. Math. Anal. Appf. 41 (1973) 
775-780), a subsequence of a given diagonal sequence of Pad& approximants 
converges except on a set of logarithmic capacity 0. This result is shown to be in a 
sense best possible. Further it is shown that if a function is defined only in a circle 
of finite radius, a given sequence of diagonal approximants (and even any subse- 
quence) need not converge in capacity or in measure. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The L, M Pad& approximant to a formal power series f(z) = Cr ai zi is 
[L/M] = PJQ,,, = ct pkzk/Cfqkzk, where fQM - PL = O(zLiMtl). The 
best reference is Baker [2]. 
Sections Cy=,, ajIj of the power series f are denoted by [f ]L, while we 
set Lfl” = v-lo”; Lflm = D-l,“- 
Throughout we let 
g(t) = 0, t = 0, 
= (log 1/t)- ‘, o<t<1, (1) 
= 03, t> 1. 
Logarithmic capacity may be defined as follows: Let Yk denote the class of 
polynomials with degree k, and leading coefficient 1. For each compact 
A c C, set 
cap A = lip { I$ mzt; 1 P(z)1 } “k 
and extend the definition to arbitrary E c Cc by cap E = sup{cap A : A is a 
compact subset of E). For a good introduction to cap, see Hille [3, 
pp. 264-2891. Note that some authors use g(cap E) rather than cap E as 
their definition of logarithmic capacity. 
* Work perfomed while author was an AE & CI fellow. 
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2. CONVERGENCE 
LEMMA 1. (i) Let (Ek} be a sequence of compact sets s.t. 
\‘ g(cap E,J < a. 
f 
(2) 
Then G = nz=, lJFln E, has cap 0. 
(ii) Let (fk}, f: C + 6. Suppose that given compact E c C and E, 
6 > 0, there exist compact sets (Ek} s.t., for large enough k, 
If -fkl (z) < E all z E E\E, : cap E, < 6. 
Then there is a subsequence {fi} of the (fk} s.t. lim, f:(z) = f (z) afl 
z E C\G, where cap G = 0. 
Proof. First note the following inequality: If (Aj) is a sequence of 
compact sets whose union A (not necessarily compact) is a set of diameter 
(1, 
&apA)< c g(capAJ 
i= I 
(3) 
(Hille [ 3, p. 289, Problem 5 J outlines a proof for finitely many Ai. One can 
extend this to countably many Ai, using the easily proven fact that if (AT} is 
an increasing sequence of compact sets with compact union A*, then 
limcap, AT = cap A*). 
(i) Let A be a compact subset of G. If B c 0: is a ball of diameter < 1, 
we have A r7 B c UFln (E,n A f7 B) all n > 1, so (3) gives 
g(capAnB)< 5 g(cap E, n A n B) < F g(cap E,J 
k-n k -n 
(as g is increasing) 
+Oasn+co (by (2)). 
Since g(t) > 0 for t > 0, we have cap A n B = 0. But we can cover A by 
finitely many such balls B so cap A = 0 by Corollary 2 in Hille [3, p. 286 I. 
The result follows as A was any compact subset of G. 
(ii) Pick a subsequence {fi} of the (fk} s.t. If-fit (z) < l/k all 
Izl<k Z&E,, where E, is compact and cap E, < exp(-k’). Then 
Ck g(cap Ek) < co so G = f-l:!, U,“,, E, has cap 0 by (i). Further we see 
lim,f,!(z) = f (z) all z & G. Q.E.D. 
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TfiEOREM 1. Let f be analytic in C\E, where 0 4 E and cap E = 0. Let 
11 L,jM, I} be a sequence of Pad& approximants s.t. for some E. > 1. 
limL,=co; l/A < M,/L, < A. (4) 
k 
Then there is a subsequence { [LVML]} of the ([Lk/Mk)} s.j. 
all z E @\G, where cap G = 0. 
Proof. Pommerenke 111 shows that If - [Lk/Mkll raised to the power 
l/(L, + Mk) converges in capacity to 0 in compact subsets of C. Looking 
through his proof, one sees the exceptional sets are all compact. So the result 
follows trivially from Pommerenke’s result and Lemma l(ii). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (i) Although Pommerenke proves his result for power series in 
l/z, one can prove his result directly for power series in z by modifying 
Pommerenke’s techniques and those of Baker [2, pp. 195-1981. 
(ii) It is shown in the next section that Theorem 1 is best possible for 
general (L,}, (Mk} satisfying (4). 
3. DIVERGENCE 
In obtaining the examples of this and the next section, use is made of the 
many ingenious devices employed by Wallin in constructing his well-known 
example [4, pp. 246-2491. 
LEMMA 2. Given C # 0 and integers 0 < N < L, M and given a 
polynomial 
.v .v 
Q(Z) = 9 11 (Z - bi) = x qiz’ 
i .- I i=iJ 
(5) 
with Q(0) = 1, one can find complex numbers aj, all j E J = {L - N + 1, 
L - N + 2,...,L + M) with the following properties: 
laj( < 2” JCI (max( 1,2b’})” all j E J, (6) 
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where 
b’ = max{lb,(, I&l,..., lb,J1 
.\ 
x a*.+,-.jqj=O all l(k<M. (9) .i=o 
Proof: Set 
aj = 0 L+M>j>L+M-NtJ 
=c j=LtM-N+l 
(10) 
and leave the remaining uj temporarily undefined. Whatever values they do 
take, (8) now follows from (5), (10). Now consider Eqs. (9). By (lo), 
a,~,,-i=OifL+k-j>L+M-N+lok-M+N-l>j.Henceone 
may replace the lower index of summation in (9) by j,(k) = 
max(O,k-M+N- 1): 
6 
\' 
2 al-k-jqj= 0 all l<k<M. 
.i-h(k) 
In these last equations make the index substitutions 
k=M-s+ los=M-kt 1, 
j=N-t ot=N-j 
so that 
minlN,sI 
=a Y  
IF0 
xs--lq,v-f = 0 all l<s<M, (11) 
where 
x, = aL+,w-,v+l-nlC all O<n<M. (12) 
Note that by (lo), x0 = 1, and that from (1 l), there is a unique solution for 
x, ‘. . x,w. Next let 
s .v 
Q*(z) = ,yo qsmizi = z”Q(l/z) = q n (1 - zbJ 
i-l 
(13) 
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(by (5)). Then for small enough Iz 1, 
(Q*(z)>-' =q ' 1 p$, 
h-0 
where p0 = 1 and where for k > 0, 
*lPkl<(b’)k x 1 < (b’)k2”+k 
for Cl,, I,:k 1 = coefficient of zk in (1 - z)-” 
(14) 
(15) 
= ( N+;-l) &‘z-’ (N+;- ‘) =2’+k-Ie 
Finally, (13), (14) give for small enough JzJ 
*LO -‘min’~V*v! ps lq,v- I = 0 all s > 1, with p0 = 1. Comparing with (1 l), we 
obtain x,~ = pc all 0 Q s < M, by uniqueness. Then (u,,+.~,. ,%+, (1 < 
2V\;IC/ (max( 1,2b’})“all O<s<M (by (12), (15)). Together with (lo), this 
gives (6). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let (L, 1, {Mk} be sequences of positive integers s.t. for 
someA>l.q>O, 
Lk>(l+q)(Lk-,+Mk I). (17) 
Let E be a o-compacz set (that is a set which can be expressed as a countable 
union of compact sets) s.t. 0 6Z E and S.I. cap E = 0. 
Then there is an entire function f s.t. 
li,mIILk/Ma]-fJ (z)““~‘~‘*‘= a3 ail z E E. 
Further if E is compact, the divergence is uniform in E. 
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Proof: Let Nk be the largest integer <qLJ(A( 1 + v)). Then from (16), 
there exist 0 < a < I s.t. for large enough k, 
L, > Nk 2 aL,r Mk >Nk>aMk. (18) 
Further ,5,--N,+ 1 >L,-qrlL,/(l +q)=L,J(l +q) so from (17), 
L,-Nk+ 1 >L,-,+M,-,. (19) 
Next as E is a-compact, one may write E = 02, A, with each A, compact. 
One can clearly assume 
A,sA,cA,s... (20) 
and 
A, c {z : JzI < 1”‘8}. (21) 
Then as cap A, = 0, one can find for each e > 0, and each 12 1, an integer 
ko(&, I) s.t. 
(22) 
Next, lim, N, = co (by (18)) so there exist integers 
W)lb, s.t. Njc,, > max(k,(l/l, t), I]. (23) 
Set I, = max{l: N, > NjCl,}. Then I, exists (and is finite) for large enough k, 
and 
lim 1, = co. 
k 
(24) 
Further Nk > Nj(itj > k,(l/l,, lk) (by (23)) so by (22), there exists Qf E ,.$J 
s.t. 
Let b; be the largest of the absolute values of Qz’s zeroes. In view of (21) 
and as Qc’s zeroes may be assumed to lie in the convex hull of A,, (see Hille 
[3, p. 265]), we have 
Further as 0 6G A ,k, we may assume Q:(O) # O-replace all factors z by 
z - 6 with 6 small enough. Let .Ik = (Lk - N, + 1, L, -N, + 2,..., L, + M,} 
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all k> 1. Then J,nJ,,,=QI if m# n (by (19)). Lemma2 is now used to 
define the (a/}in j(z) = x;” a,~‘. Set uj = 0 ifj $ U” J, and for j E J,, define 
u.i as follows: 
In Lemma 2 take C= f--.Vti4; Q = Qz(z)/Qz(O); L = L,: 
N = N,. That Lemma shows t\at there exist { ai} all j E J, s.t. 
M = M,; 
lUil < 2V~I;,‘k~4(max( 1. 26;})MA all jEJk, (27) 
[(‘x; uizi) Q],~k+,,k~+~Q=~~‘k~4z1~ki”“‘/e~(z) (28) 
and s.t. the Pad.6 equations (9) are satisfied by Q so that Q is the normalized 
Pade denominator for [LJM, I. The definition is of course unique as the (Jk) 
are disjoint. Then for j E Jk 
lujl < ,M,,;df,4(2~:8)Mk (by (27), (18), (26)) 
= (4~kr~‘ll)2f1 
and it follows from (24) and the definition of J, that limj Iu,~I”-’ = 0. So f is 
entire. 
Next looking at the left-hand side of (28), we see that this is just 
(f l”;.“‘- ILk/M, 1 (a standard error formula-see, for example, Eq. (3.5) 
in Wallin [4, p. 242 I). As f is entire, it then sufftces to show that 
likm )IkSk’4zLk+MI-I/Qk*(z)Jli(I.k’~fk) = 03, (29) 
all z E E, in order to prove the theorem. Let z E E and p = min( 1, lzl}. We 
have z E A, for large 1 (by (20)) so z E A,, for large k (by (24)). Then for 
large k, 
(by (18), (25)) 
> @,3/U /;/4)&t ,%‘fMx)!2 
(by (18)). 
This gives (29). Finally if E is compact, one may take A, = E all I > 1 and 
the above argument clearly gives uniform divergence in E. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (i) The essential feature of the example is that 
lWILkIMkl -fl (4 = co all z E E (rather than just lim sup, .. . = co) so 
that every subsequence also diverges on the exceptional set. 
(ii) The example shows that for general diagonal {[LA/MA]}, 
Theorem I is best possible: A subsequence converges outside a set of cap 0, 
and given a u-compact set G of cap 0 and certain {Lk}, {Mk), there is an 
entire function s.t. all subsequences of the ( [Lk/Mk]} diverge on G. 
(iii) u-compactness is not a severe restriction-indeed in Theorem 1, 
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the exceptional set on which divergence takes place, is a countable inter- 
section of u-compact sets. 
(iv) The entire function constructed above will (at least in general) 
have infinite order. If we impose additional restrictions on E, the entire 
function may be made to have order 0. For example, this is so if we can 
write E = U;” , A,, where each A, has 
This condition is trivially satisfied by all countable sets E and one may 
construct uncountable Cantor-like sets which satisfy it, without any dif- 
ficulty. 
4. SECOND EXAMPLE 
Baker [2, p. 1971 noted that to prove convergence in measure of diagonal 
Padt approximants, one needed to assume that the function being approx- 
imated was analytic throughout C (with the possible exception of 
singularities of cap 0). Further in proving convergence in measure of 
diagonal Pade approximants to functions with natural boundaries, Gammel 
and Nuttall [ 51 imposed fairly severe restrictions on their functions. Here 
their restrictions are partly justified-it is shown that if f is defined only in 
]z( < r, a given sequence of diagonal approximants (or even any subse- 
quence) will not always converge in measure or in capacity. 
THEOREM 3. Let (Lk}, {Mk} be sequences of positive integers s.t. for 
someA> 1, r7>0, 
l/A < Mk/Lk < 2; Lk>.l+q)(Lk-l +“k-l)* 
Let 0 <p < r. Then given a o-compact set E c (z: p < IzI < r} s.t. 
0 < cap E < @/(2r))2~12”“““V (30) 
there is a function f analytic in (z ] < r s.t. lim, I[LJM,] -f I (z) = co all 
z E E. If E is compact, the divergence is uniform in E. 
Proox This proceeds in much the same way as Theorem 2, and whenever 
convenient, the notation of that Theorem is used. First it is assumed that 
r = l/2 so that E c (z: p < ]z( < l/2}. Then from (30) 
0 < capE <p2h1++, 
(31) 
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where 
a = rllcwl + VI> somed > 1. (32) 
Next, as in Theorem 2, let Nk be the largest integer <@,/(A(1 + q)). Then 
assuming R > q (as we clearly may), 
L, - N, + 1 > A( 1 + q)N,Jq - Nk = (A? + 1- ff)NJfl > AN,, 
3NJ(Lk - Nk + I) < l/i. (33) 
Further, assuming a is given by (32), we see that for large enough k, 
L, > N, > aL,; M, > N,>aM, (34) 
Next write E=U,“=,A, with each A, compact, with 
A,cA,GA~G... and with each A,c{z:p<lzl< l/2}. As in Theorem2, 
we may find integers lk and polynomials Qt E *TVA s.t. Q:(O) # 0, s.t. 
6; < l/2 and s.t. 
2:; I QWl < ((cap W + MNky (35) 
where lim, sk = 0. Setting C = 1, Q = Qt(z)/Qt(O) in Lemma 2, one obtains 
(as in Theorem 2),f(z) = Cc aizi, where for each j E Jk 
Ia,1 < 2”k(max( 1,2b6})“‘< 2Nk (as b; < l/2) 
* b,l 1 l/i < 2M/d(tk-Nktl) < 21/A < 2 
(by (33) and as j E J, => j >, L, - N, + 1) so that f is analytic in (z ( < l/2. 
Further for z E E and large enough k, 
I[f]““‘“” - [LJM,]) (z) = \zJ~~+~~~- ‘/IQ;(z)1 
2 p(p”“/((cap E)( 1 + E~))}“~ (by (34), (35) and as lzl ZP) 
-+coask-+a, (as lip .sk = 0 and by (3 1)). 
Finally if E c: (z: p < (z( < r) (r # l/2), set E* = ((zj(2r)): z E E}. Then 
E* c (z: @/(2r)) < Iz I< l/2} and (30) holds, so the above argument shows 
that there exists f* analytic in JzJ Q l/2 s.t., with an obvious notation, 
lim,( [L,,/M,]* - f* ( (z) = GO all z E E*. Set f(z) = f*(z/(2r)) aldEE 
L/M, I(z) = IWMkI*WW). . . . 
Remark. The upper bound on cap E in (30) may be weakened, but this 
does not alter the point of the example: One can choose, for example, cap E 
to be a closed ball of small enough radius in which case 
limkllLJ~kl -fl @I= 00 uniformly in E. So the ( [L,/M,] } and all their 
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subsequences cannot converge to f, even in planar Lebesgue measure, in 
lzl,<r. 
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